e-Governance Policy

Marching towards its vision of being a world class institution, being a preferred partner to the Industry and community and being a point of reference as well as a trend setter, Anna University is committed to implement in its E-governance in its administration by:

- integrating the activities of the various sections which are currently having computerised database management and documentation.

- adopting process optimization that will eliminate red tapeism, redundancy and eliminate loss of time and energy leading to increased productivity.

- strategically implementing completely automated administrative work flow processes that enhances effective data storage and retrieval at all levels as per hierarchal permissions.

- comprehensive implementation of electronic mode of communication among all departments / sections of the University viz. Academics, Administration, Finance & Accounts, Admissions, Examinations, support etc. and ultimately moving towards paperless office.

- strengthening the Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) and creating a centralised data management system to support the Accreditation and Rankings like NAAC, NIRF, NBA, QS ranking, THE World Rankings and etc.